
Does a specific 
colored surface 
Affect Bacterial 

Growth? 



Introductions/Research
 Fouad H., Chiman S., and Nawroz I. are conducting an experiment to look at the comparative effect of 
different visible light energy on bacterial growth.They placed colored filters so that colored light would reflect 
to the bacteria and grow. Www.researchgate.net states that, “Non- coherent polarized light source with 
standard color glass filter of blue (470 nm), green (510 nm), yellow (570 nm), red (650nm) wavelength, directly 
light source (white) and without light as a control were used. All color glass filters were placed at equal 
distance (12 cm) from an illuminated light NARVA-lamp (cool white 220-240 Germany) parallel to the color 
filter inside the incubator.” Their results were that white and green increased the most compared to their 
starting number.
(Source Citation: (Please see reference slide)

Adna Sijerčić, Zejneba Jassin and Monia Avdić were conducting an experiment to look at the effect of 
food coloring dyes on bacterial growth. In this experiment they tested different commercially available food 
coloring brands and different types of bacteria. Ijisrt.com states that, “We used 11 food coloring dyes 
commercially available in Europe, of which 4 are gel tubes (Dr. Oetker), and 7 are powders (SPM and ETERIKA) 
(Table 1)While more commercially food coloring dyes were added  the growth of bacteria significantly 
differed.” their results were that growth in coloring dyes significantly differed.
(Source citation: (Please see reference slide)

     

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/296653800_Comparative_effect_of_different_visible_light_energy_on_bacterial_growth
https://ijisrt.com/assets/upload/files/IJISRT19DEC597.pdf


Research Continued
According to files.eric.ed.gov, Dr. Oluwakemi Olurinola and Dr. Omoniyi Tayo, conducted an experiment 

with the question, “Does the use of colour affect retention rate of graduate learners?” files.eric.ed.gov states 
that this was completed by, “Single words reading list, in achromatic, congruent and incongruent colours was 
produced. Twenty single words of at most three syllables were listed and these were printed on white sheets. 
In the first category ‘achromatic colour’, black ink was used to print the words on the white sheets. For the 
‘chromatic colour’ this was done in two categories; (1) congruent colours, the same twenty words were 
printed in colours that are associated with the words e.g. the word ‘yellow’ printed in yellow or ‘danger’ printed 
in red. For Incongruent colours, the same twenty words were printed, this time in colours that are not 
associated with the words e.g. the word ‘yellow’ printed in purple or ‘danger’ printed in blue.'' Their results 
were that color does affect memory, files.eric.ed.gov states that, “This study has been able to provide 
meaningful insight to the use of colour in increasing retention rate of learners, especially adult learners. From 
the studies reviewed, there appears to be a basis for associating colors with improved memory abilities. In 
other words, colour has the potential to increase chances of environmental stimuli to be encoded, stored, and 
retrieved successfully. The choice of colours and the manipulative aspects can, however, influence the extent 
to which colours can influence human memory performance. Overall, this topic deserves more studies.” . 
(Source citation: (Please see reference slide)

http://www.mainwebsite.org/
https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/EJ1080132.pdf


Statement of the Problem
What is the problem in this experiment? The problem in this experiment is finding out in 

which color does bacteria spread more easily. I am interested in knowing if specific-colored 
surfaces impact bacterial growth and if so in which color impacts the most. Since I love 
drawing, painting, and doing handcrafts I found it very useful and interesting knowing this as 
a fact. I also believe that my project can be helpful to our community in so many areas such 
as, defining the right color that  bathrooms, hospitals and other sanitary places should 
choose for their surfaces. 

Question /Objective

In this experiment I will be testing to reveal if a specific colored surface affects bacterial 
growth and if so, which of the tested colors affects the most. (The colors I will be testing on 
this experiment will be red, yellow, green, blue, purple, white, and black)



Hypothesis / Predictions

I hypothesize that this experiment will demonstrate that specific-colored surfaces affect 
different amounts of bacterial growth.

Based on previous research executed by other scientists, I hypothesize that White and Green 
colors will be more effective to get more bacterial cells or less phototoxic effect, absorbing more 
light than other colored filters causing them to grow a little bit more that the starting number of 
bacteria.
Research states that, “In green and white color were found to get more bacterial cells or less 
phototoxic effect, while the cell number significantly higher than starting number. That means to 
improve growth rate during the incubation of patient samples.” 



Materials

●35-(4 ten pack)Agar Dextrosa Sabouraud MCD LAB Petri dishes already prepared agar with lid.
●1 crayola 240 pack construction paper 12 colors 30 by 23 cm.( I only used red, yellow, green, blue, purple, 

black, and white.)
●1 Science fair logbook
●1 Laptop( google chromebook)
●1 roll of clear scotch tape. 
●1 charged apple iPad Pro(11-inch)(3rd generation) software version: 14.7.1 (to take pictures and notes)
●1 Apple pencil
●35 cotton swabs Q-tips 7. 9 cm pack of 170
●1 School works BA0518 12.5cm blue scissors
●1 App notes on ipad
●1 App cámara 
●1 yellow Westcott Safety-tip Compass 
●1 basketball wilson NCAA-(unclean) to collect bacteria samples from 
●1 SRC team of supervisors
●1 SRC approved Laboratory at room temperature
●Laboratory PPE- (kitchen disposable gloves, lab vestment, science goggles, disposable masks.) 
●2 cardboard dark boxes
●1 Sharpie bold mark permanent marker
●1 Outside court

Figure 10: All 
physical materials 

used to conduct the 
experiment and 

PPE.

Figure 11: Sharpie bold 
mark permanent marker.

Figure 12: staff inside the lab where 
the experiment was conducted.

Figure 13: All the petri dishes in 
the SRC approved laboratory



Procedures

Set Up 

1. In a table gather all your materials
2. Also make sure that you are in a controlled area

     inside. at room temperature. (SRC approved laboratory
3. play with the basketball in an open court to dirty it.
4. Have supervisors approve your PPE before starting.

Let’s get started!

5. Label 5 Petri dishes with the marker as, “ selected color  1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.
6. Draw circle with a diameter of 8.5 cm long on the colored paper red.(1 per plate)
7. Cut the 5 circles with scissors.
8. Tape the circle to the bottom of the plate (where the agar is) by putting tape in opposite ways but not 

touching the lid.
9. Open the lid

Figure 9:  all the petri dishes in the 
SRC approved laboratory

Like 
this!



Procedures continued
10. Swab the bacteria from the previously dirtied basketball by zig zagging and rotating the swab 10 times 
and apply unto the petri dish by repeating the same technique slightly so the agar doesn't break.
11.     Close the lid and seal it with the tape that was left from the colored paper from the       edges.
12.     Repeat these procedures 6 times. (5 dishes per color)
13.     Put the plates in the box.
14.    Wait 5 days to let the bacteria grow.
15.    Count the number of colonies in each dish and note them on an iPad with an Apple Pencil after the 5 
days.
16.    Graph the numbers by color and conclude the results on the ipad then transfer them into the 
logbook.

Variables

Variables

Independent- colored surface
Dependent-final bacterial growth
Constants- the agar, bacteria

Independent- colored surface
Dependent-final bacterial growth
Constants- the agar, bacteria



Results and Data
The results of this experiment were surprising. My hypothesis was contradicted.  After 

analyzing all the subject trials, averaging bacteria growth and sequence of the tested 
surfaces I conclude that color does affect bacterial growth. From least to greatest potential 
influencers, red had the least impact with 4 colonies in trial 1, 2 in the second, 8 in the third, 
4 in the fourth, and finally 1 in the last, and an average of 3.8 colonies by trial, the right after 
positions is White color with 3 colonies in the first trial, 3 in the second as well, 11 in the 
third, 3 in the fourth, and 0 in the last, finally white had 4 colonies in average. followed by 
Green color with a final result of 4.8 colonies, Yellow ensued 1 colony in the first trial, 3 in 
the second and third, 5 in the fourth and 13 in the last trial. Yellow had 25 colonies in total 
and 5 colonies in average. Purple had 15 colonies in trial one, 14 in the second, 23 in the 
third, 3 in the fourth, and finally 2 in the fifth last. In total Purple had 47 colonies and 
9.4colonies in average. In a big jump of impact we find Black colored surfaces with 21 in 
trial one, 54 in the second, 23 in the third, 32 in the fourth, and 45 in the last. Black had 175 
colonies in total and an average of 35 colonies. Finally, the blue color, which reached the 
highest mark, had 45 colonies in the first trial, 0 in the second, 8 in the third, 98 in the fourth 
and 41 in the fifth. Blue had  192 colonies in total and 38.4 averaged colonies per trial, 
resulting in blue being the color that most affects the spread and reproduction of bacteria. 



Results: Data Table

Color red

Trial T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 average

Colonies 4 2 8 4 1 3.8

Color Yellow

Trial T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 average

Colonies 1 3 3 5 13 5

Color green

Trial T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 average

Colonies 1 1 7 8 7 4.8

Color Blue

Trial T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 average

Colonies 45 0 8 98 41 38.4

Color purple

Trial T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 average

Colonies 15 4 23 3 2 9.4

Color Black

Trial T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 average

Colonies 21 54 23 32 45 35

Color White

Trial T-1 T-2 T-3 T-4 T-5 average

Colonies 3 3 11 3 0 4

Color Red Yellow Green Blue Purple Black White
Average # of 

colonies 3.8 5 4.8 38.4 9.4 35 4Trials
Colors Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Trial 4 Trial 5 Average

Red 4 2 8 4 1 3.8 colonies
Yellow 1 3 3 5 13 5 colonies
Green 1 1 7 8 7 4.8 colonies
Blue 45 0 8 98 41 38.4 colonies

Purple 15 4 23 3 2 9.4 colonies
Black 21 54 23 32 45 35 colonies
White 3 3 11 3 0 4 colonies



Results: Data Graph



Results: Graphs Continued



Conclusion
For this experiment, my hypothesis was contradicted. The experiment was successful because when the 

experiment was conducted the bacteria was swabbed precisely 10 times for each plate. Another thing that 
was done was that each plate was placed in a box at the same temperature, in the same room, and at the 
same time. After analyzing all the subject trials, averaging bacteria growth and sequence of the tested 
surfaces I conclude that color does affect bacterial growth. From least to greatest potential influencers, red 
had the least impact with an average of 3.8 colonies by trial, the right after positions is White color with 4 
colonies, followed by Green color with a final result of 4.8 colonies, Yellow ensued 1 colony in the first trial, 3 in 
the second and third, 5 in the fourth and 13 in the last trial. Yellow had 25 colonies in total and 5 colonies in 
average. Purple had 15 colonies in trial one, 14 in the second, 23 in the third, 3 in the fourth, and finally 2 in the 
fifth last. In total Purple had 47 colonies and 9.4colonies in average. In a big jump of impact we find Black 
colored surfaces with 21 in trial one, 54 in the second, 23 in the third, 32 in the fourth, and 45 in the last. Black 
had 175 colonies in total and an average of 35 colonies. Finally, the blue color, which reached the highest mark, 
had 45 colonies in the first trial, 0 in the second, 8 in the third, 98 in the fourth and 41 in the fifth. Blue had  192 
colonies in total and 38.4 averaged colonies per trial, resulting in blue being the color that most affects the 
spread and reproduction of bacteria. Overall,  I proved that color does affect bacterial growth. Something that I 
would do differently if I did this lab again is take it to the next level by adding more colors to the experiment 
because this could help scientists know which specific color grows more bacteria than others. Another thing I 
would do is make it more precise by instead of using construction paper I would dye the agar because this 
could make my experiment even more precise since the bacteria would be growing in the colored agar. I would 
also have a larger sample size because 5 trials is not much because the experiment could be a lot more valid if 
it had from 7 to 10 trials. 



Implications and Ideas for Future Research…
Something that I would do differently if I did this lab again is take it to the next level by adding more colors 
to the experiment because this could help scientists know which specific color grows more bacteria than 
others. Another thing I would do is make it more precise by instead of using construction paper I would 
dye the agar because this could make my experiment even more precise since the bacteria would be 
growing in the colored agar. I would also have a larger sample size because 5 trials is not much because 
the experiment could be a lot more valid if it had from 7 to 10 trials. This is what I would change to make 
my experiment better. During this experiment I have learned that colors are a potential variable that can 
change the results of microbiological experiments. I also learned that it is mostly dark colors that have 
more of a bacterial cell number although it is not always that dark colors tend to show more bacteria than 
others since red is actually a dark color, but it has the least amount of bacteria. I had a lot of fun during 
this experiment while I learn a lot of stuff. I got very surprised by my results because blue had the most 
bacteria cells and if you notice doctors always wear blue so I had lots of fun learning.
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